ABSTRACT. In this paper, two new cardinal inequalities are obtained.
It is well known that Hajnal-Juhasz's inequality [3] , "For X G T2, \X\ < 2c(X)x(x)" and Sapirovskii's inequality [2] , "For X G T3, \X\ < nX(X)c(-x^xâ re still two of the best cardinal inequalities. In other words, they have not been improved so far [2] .
In the first part of this paper, we will establish a stronger inequality, "For X G T2, |A| < Trxfâ)0^}8^^}" which is the common generalization of the two inequalities above. Here, we define a collection % of open sets of A to be a strong pseudo-local base at p if {p} = f]{U: U e%} = C\{V : U G ^}. Then we define: Sx¡)(p, X) -min{|^| : ^ is a strong pseudo-local base at p} • oj, Sxp(X) = sup{S^(p, X) : p e A}.
It is immediate that ip(X) = Sip(X) for T3 spaces and that x(-^0 > Sip(X) for T2 spaces. The latter inequality can be strict; for example, consider the subspace AT U {p} of ßN, where p e ßN\N.
For each space A it is obvious that trx(X) < x(A) < 2c(-x^x(-x\ Thus
Hence our new inequality is at least as strong as that of Hajnal and Juhasz. Later we give an example to show that the above inequality can be strict. Because ip(X) -Stp(X) when X is T3, it follows that our inequality also generalizes that of Sapirovskii mentioned above. Our proofs make use of the Pol-Sapirovskii technique. We shall use the notation and terminology for cardinal functions employed in [3] . For the convenience of the reader, we repeat some of the definitions contained in this paper.
First, let |A| denote the cardinality of A; let A, k be infinite cardinals and let oj denote the smallest infinite ordinal and the smallest infinite cardinal. The successor of k will be denoted by k+. The construction is by transfinite induction. Let 0 < a < k+ and assume that {Aß-, ß < a} has already been constructed.
Then %fa is defined by (2),
i.e., we put % = {V: 3p G \Jß<aAß, V G %}. It follows that \Wa\ < Xk. If License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use PROOF. By this theorem, |X\ < 7rX(A)c Ws^x) < 2"x(x)c(x)s^(x) < 2c(x)x(x) _ REMARK 1. In this theorem, we omitted the condition "regularity". This improvement on Sapirovskii's theorem is not trivial, as there exist T2 spaces for which Sapirovskii's inequality fails. For example, the Katetov //-closed extension of the positive integers, denoted kN, is such a space as \kN\ = 2°, Tr\(kN) = oj, and ip(kN) = oj. REMARK 2. Our theorem represents a considerable improvement on the theorem of Hajnal and Juhasz quoted above, as the gap between nx(X)c^s^x'> and 2c(X)x(X) can be jarge
To illustrate this, let us consider the Cantor cube Dc = Yls€S Ds, where Ds -D, D denotes the two-point discrete space, for every s G S, and |5| = c. It contains a dense countable subspace A such that x(^) = c [1] and it is clear that ■4>(X) = c(X) = \X\ = oj. By the regularity of X, one has Sip(X) = oj. Note that ttx(A) < x(A) = c = 2W. So 7rx(A)cW5*W < (2")"w = 2" = c. But
We also note that if p G ßN\N, the space N U {p} illustrates the same point. Now we turn to the second result of this paper. We shall establish a theorem which strengthens Arhangelskii's theorem, "For X G T2, |A| < 2t(x)LW*(x)" (see [ LEMMA. Let X be a space with t(X)Sip(X) < k. Then for each subset A of X with \A\ < 2k, we have |A| < 2k. COROLLARY. For X e T2, we have \x\ < 2L(XMXMXK PROOF. It is easily checked that Sí¡j(X) < L(X)xp(X), so L{X)tb{X) = L(X)Sif>(X).
The conclusion now follows from the theorem above.
EXAMPLE. Let A be the Niemytzki plane. Then d(X) = qL(X) = x(A) = i(A) = Sip(X) = oj, but L(X)t(X)ih(X) > L(X) > oj.
REMARK. In Theorem 2, Sip(X) cannot be replaced by ip(X) since there exists a Hausdorff space A of cardinality 2° (namely the Katetov //-closed extension of N) that contains a countable dense subset A consisting of isolated points of A such that the subspace A\A is discrete. It is easy to check qL(X) = d(X) = i>(X) -t(X), but |A|>c = 2«z'(x)t(xWx>.
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